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Snowshoes hiking on the Monte Bianco

Description
Monte Bianco is the kingdom of high mountain.
A world made of glaciers, rock towers and pure air not just for alpines but for anyone loving
outdoor adventure.
A snowshoe hike on the glaciers of Monte Bianco is a unique and inimitable experience, ad
adventure suitable to all the snowshoes explorers that desire to discover the world of heights
in total security.
We start off from Punta Helbronner, arrival station of the new Sky Way cableway, 3466 mts

high.
Once tied in a roped party, adventure will start. Going beyond mild rises and falls we’ll enter
the glacier, hiking under famous peaks such as Tour Ronde or Gran Capucin, admiring the
seracs of Mont Maudit and Brenva.
Many itinieraries will lead us to Combe Maudit, Entreves Hill or Marbrèe gifitng a unique
panoramic view upon underlying world and the moutain heights.
Hike takes around 5 hours and a difference in height of around 500 mts. All the alpinisitic
material is handled by us and included in the price. Snowshoes are available for rent.

Minimum number
Activity starts with a minimum number of 4 persons

Snowshoes hiking on the Monte Bianco
A snowshoe excursion like you never had before. A 3000 mts high adventure to discover the
glaciers of the highest top in Europe, in a unique and spectacular environment.

Level:
Excursionistic or basic hiker
Partecipants:
Minimum 4 participants
Where:
Courmayeur
Period:
December/ April
Duration:
One day

Days

To be defined depending on your requests

Cost
70 € per participant
The investment includes
the assistance of the Alpine Guide UIAGM during the whole lenght of the activity.
The investment doesn’t include
extra expenses like cableways,refuge expenses, public or private transportation
expenses.
The Alpine Guide expenses are on the partecipants.

